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The stage is set. The colony is barely a few weeks old, and the political game is in effect in full force. There is a government. There is an opposition. And already, there is a potential threat of non-confidence.
But is that the only threat? Conspiracies and underlying plots try to pull an already fragile relationship apart.
Hang on. There's gonna be one hell of an undercurrent.
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= /\ = /\ = Begin Mission = /\ = /\ =
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::Jenni turns her attention to a young engineer who seems to have sustained some rather deep wounds on his right forearm. She moves her Tricorder over him in an effort to ascertain his wound severity::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#:: Glances down at a PADD, and then back up at his console, as he enters another set of numbers ::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::On the San Sebastian in her temporary quarters and office catching up on some "paperwork"::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Kicking back in her quarters on the San Sebastian listening to some tunes and looking over some of the technical specifications the CSO needs for her planet saving gizmos::

$ Info: The cold rain is still falling hard on the streets of Opportunity. The streets, unpaved yet are still muddy and only a few people are seeing walking around out of the shelters.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Engineer Turk> MO: How's 't lookin' there, doc?
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
::in her temp office on the Opportunity II using the lull to get through reports::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Floating around the outer hull in a Work Bee, searching out weak points in the hull and repairing them.::

%Info: Other worker equipment, clearly civilian in design, slowly lifts off from the dry dock to contribute to the repair efforts.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She smiles warmly at the young man:: Turk: It actually looks worse than what it actually is. Give me a few minutes and you'll be as good as new.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::on the planet, standing outside in torrential rain with a heavy waterproof hooded black coat and plain gray clothes underneath, with nothing but himself and his two eyes looking for something...maybe trouble::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Completes some of her charts and decides to take a walk to the medical ward to see the CMO.::
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
::wades through yet another boring resource consumption analysis::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Engineer Turk> MO: Sounds good to me, doc. ::He winks at her::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Notices the other equipment and smiles.:: OPS Naag: Finally, we might get some work done.
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Enters the doors of the Medical bay and looks around.::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::Jenni returns the wink in good spirits as she injects Turk with a hypospray containing a numbing agent. Following that action, she begins to use the dermal regenerator::
$Info: A strong wind picks up, nearly chilling, even through the andorian's coat. The rain slightly intensifies. Kizlev can hear a few noises coming a block ahead where a large pavillion has been assembled and carries the sign "Harry's Bar".
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::Jenni turns to one of the nurses:: Nurse Handson: Nurse, please see to our new arrival.

@ACTION: The doors to the medical ward burst open, and two men enter, carrying a young woman.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Nurse Handson> MO: Of course, Doctor. ::She walks over to the Counselor:: CNS: Good day, Commander. How can I.... ::She looks toward the men::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#:: Hands the PADD to one of the visiting scientists using the computing power of the yacht for reuse and accepts another ::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: Yes sir. Maybe they'll be able to help put more than a little dent in the repairs we've managed while everyone else is on shore leave.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::hangs his head a bit lower under his hood as he feels the bite of the chill, a brief reminder of his home world, and then stops, hears some strange sounds, fixes his eyes on the bar ahead, and decides to try his luck in that direction::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Steps out of the way.::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She completes her work on Turk. Jenni shifts her gaze to the men:: Men: What's wrong with her gentlemen? ::She directs them to one of the vacant bio beds::
Host JamesH says:
@<Jerold> ::moves quickly with his aid, and places her gently on the indicated bed:: MO: Got caught up in a small incident a couple decks below... no idea what it was all about.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: I know what you mean. I'm a little eager to get this bird flying again. The sooner we do, the sooner we can get out of here and on to the next mission.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She inclines her head in understanding:: Jerold: Thank you for bringing here so quickly. ::She takes out her medical Tricorder and begins the scanning process::

$Info: The bar has been assembled with material coming straight from a ship...a bouncer is standing at the entrance. Warming his hands on a fire built in a large steel barrel.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@Medic G'ral: Mister G'ral, please begin a full bio-scan on this female. From what I can gather, she may have some internal injuries.

@ACTION: Both men nod, once, then turn to make their way back out.

OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: There's nothing worse in space than a busted ship. But, we'll get her flying again, with or without the rest of the crew.
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
::forwards the resource analysis to CO and goes on to security reports::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@Jerold: Would you stay a few moments and tell me a little more about what happened?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She motions for the men to remain:: Men: I need to know exactly what happened before you depart. ::She notes the Commander asking questions as well:: G'ral: Concussion... mild-severe.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::walks quietly up to the bar like a man with no name, and stares at the bouncer beneath the shadow of his hood:: Bouncer: What's a guard needed for a place like this?
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Grabs a blank PADD.::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Replicates herself a cup of Irish coffee and a bowl of chocolate covered strawberries and then goes back to her bunk to enjoy them and continue reading the specifications::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#::Is alerted to an incoming report from the XO, and wonders how she's finding time to go through all of this.  He moves to the communications terminal of the Sochya and has it connect to his XO ::  *XO*: Commander Arinoch?
Host JamesH says:
@<Jerold> ::pauses, and turns to the unfamiliar face:: CNS: Not sure I'm the one to tell you. We just got there and picked her up. Civilian security pretty well had the situation in hand by then.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: I'm surprised how none of the rest of the crew has any interest in repairing the ship. I guess this isn't how they prefer to spend their shore leave. Makes me kind of wish I'd never accepted the assignment that took me away from being the Chief Engineer.
Host Enrico says:
$<Bouncer>::looks at the civilian, annoyed but wary:: CIV: And why does it matter to you? Got something to hide?
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
*CO*: Yes Captain?
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@Jerold: Then perhaps you can tell me what you know and then direct me to them.

%ACTION: A piece of equipment just barely misses slamming into the work bee piloted by lieutenant Cartwright.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#*XO*: If you find some time between your reports, I'd like to discuss our future efforts with regards to the colony.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Flinches a bit as the piece of equipment comes close.:: <OPS Naag> OPS: Not everyone has your dedication to this ship. I don't recall ever hearing any of them call the ship their home, like you do.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$Bouncer: We all do. So will you let me in, or do I have to...negotiate?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@G'ral: Continue with the bio-scans so that we can ensure that her internal injuries aren't life threatening. I will deal with the concussion for the time being. ::She begins her work:: Handson: Nurse Handson, I would like an ID on this woman please.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Nurse Handson> MO: Aye, Doctor. ::She rushes over to a medical console and inputs the data from the medical scans into the computer in an attempt to determine who the female is::

@ACTION: A small commotion is noticeable in the corridor outside the chief engineer's quarters.

Host Enrico says:
$<Bouncer>: CIV: You got money to spend you can get in. If you don't Harry gives credit using you company's share as collateral.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Takes a breath as the equipment passes by.:: OPS Naag: This ship has always just felt like home. I think you'll find a ship like that one day in your career, Ensign.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$Bouncer: I'm an independent man, but I have money to spend. That's why I'm here.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Sighs and gets up, putting down her chow and presses her ear to the hatch to listen to what is going on outside::
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
*CO*: I can free myself up anytime sir, I've just been trying to keep ahead.
Host Enrico says:
$<Bouncer>::smiles:: CIV then have fun and enjoy your evening sir.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::Jenni continues to work on the woman. For some odd reason, she looks familiar to her:: G'ral: She is stabilizing for now. Keep a close eye on her. There isn't much more we can for her at this very moment. ::She sighs slightly. This was not what she had in mind for a medical internship::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@Jerold: All right gentlemen, I get it, you don't know much.  So please tell me your rank and names for the medical report.
Host JamesH says:
@<Voice1> You dunno what yer talkin' bout, Lary. Them freedom gents are no more good for this here place than that Mckay.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: I believe I already have sir. This is a great ship with a great crew. The first I've served on that I didn't feel like I am constantly being watched because I am a Ferengi.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Nurse Handson> MO: Doctor, I have an ID on our patient. Serena McNeil, an Engineer aboard the San Sebastian. I'll send you her records now.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#*XO*: Excellent.  I can have you beamed aboard when you are ready.
Host JamesH says:
@<Jerold> CNS: Lieutenant Wilson, ma'am. Jerold Wilson. My partner, ::gestures to the man next to him:: petty officer Nick Black.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::quietly walks past and enters the bar proper, his muddy black boots scuffing and mucking up the floor, looking for the bar::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She blinks a few times as she recalls the features of Engineer McNeil:: Handson: Thank you very much. I thought I recognized her from somewhere. ::She walks over to the console to examine her medical records::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Continues listening at the hatch::
Host JamesH says:
@<voice2> You've got no clue, boy. He'll sell us all to the devil if we let him.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<MedTech G'ral> MO: She's responding to treatment, Doctor.

$ACTION: Kizlev walks into a large room with a bar in the center. Music is loud, and the room if full of people, some playing card games, some drinking and chatting the time away.

XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
*CO*: You may do so anytime. ::stands::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: I think I can understand that. Being Half Betazoid and Half Human, hasn't been easy. It's hard to block out so many emotions and thoughts of others. I mean, I am unique in the sense that I am Telepathic to the point that I can read the thoughts of others and feel their emotions. It's hard to control sometimes, but being on a ship primarily crewed by Vulcans makes it easier for me.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Rolls her eyes and sighs:: Self: Great, more bloody politics. A pox on all their houses...
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: What do you mean, easier sir? ::Looks at him curiously.::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She closes the records:: G'ral: Wonderful. We'll attempt to wake her once I've determined that she is strong enough. She is one of your chief patients for now, G'ral. Keep a very close eye on her. She is one of our most injured.
Host JamesH says:
@<Voice1> Watch yer mouth, lad. E'll do far better than that arrogant son of a... ::pauses, then continues after a moment:: Damn Vulcans and their damn logic.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#*XO*: Stand by, Commander.  :: Walks to the other side of the small command area and taps several commands into the ship's command console, activating the personal transporter unit to beam the XO straight to the Sochya's bridge ::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::pulls down his hood as he walks towards the bar, the loud music disturbing his antennae into random twitches as he takes a stool:: Barkeep: Saurian brandy, straight, if you got it.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<MedTech G'ral> ::He nods his rather large gray-skinned head:: MO: Aye.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: What I mean is, Vulcans suppress their emotions. I don't feel them most of the time. Its only the others of the crew that I have to block out. And of course, I can't read you either, which I like. Sometimes it’s nice to just have someone surprise you.
Host Enrico says:
$<Barkeep> CIV: Got the best booze in town friend. ::meddles with some bottles and then gives the CIV a large shot of what looks like Saurian Brandy::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She walks over to the main medical console and opens up the current patient list. Jenni begins to examine the list of injuries to see whom she should check on next:: CNS: Excuse me, Commander...? ::She looks toward the CNS::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag>: That does make a lot of sense. If I had your gifts, I might not have joined Starfleet.

@ACTION: The voices outside the engineer's quarters stop at that point. Then, something appears to slam into her door.

XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#::rematerializes on the Sochya's Bridge::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::takes the shot glass up to his nose, sniffs it, shrugs, and downs it in one go...it's hideous swill, but strong enough to be barely satisfying:: Self: Ahhh... Barkeep: That's... ::thinks of a lie:: ...a good way to end a long week. It's been nothing but hell until now.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#:: Turns from the console ::  XO: I must admit that I did not expect you to be working on reports at this time.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Smiles.:: OPS Naag: I'm guessing you would have used them for profiting off of others? If that's the case, I'm glad you don't have them, because I'd be without a good young officer.
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@Jerold: Thank-you gentlemen.  Now just two more questions.  What deck and section did this occur?  And Who in civilian security should we talk to for further info?
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Sighs and shakes her head, going to get her phaser from her gear, and checks to see it is set on stun, then opens the door cautiously from the side so she isn't in front of it when it opens::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: And I would have missed out on the opportunity of doing something bigger than profit.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Nurse Handson> MO: Doctor, our current patient intake is lower than it was a few hours ago. Do you believe we could provide some of the staff with short breaks?

%ACTION: A civilian piloted worker bee looks to be attempting to place a piece of hull plating for the Sharikahr. Instead, it bounces off a piece of already intact hull.

Host Enrico says:
$<Barkeep>: CIV: I head ya friend. Nothing like the joys and amazing rewards they promised back in Nuevo Tejas, isn'it? And now they are telling us again we are going to be rich. Watcha do?
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#CO: Well without the children and with Donavin required to stay on duty, I was going stir crazy.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::Jenni smiles at the request:: Handson: That should be fine for now. However, I don't want anyone too far away from Sickbay for the time being. You may coordinate their breaks... they do need to get some food.
Host JamesH says:
@<Jerold> CNS: Deck 13, section... ::pauses, then shrugs:: They don't really have clear section indicators. Forward compartment. Man you're looking for is Jim Mayweather. He runs the operation on that deck.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Sees the failed attempt and shakes his head.:: OPS Naag: At this rate, we may be here a long time. I've seen Monkey Crap Fights at the zoo that were more organized.

@Scene: The engineer opens the door easily enough, and a man who clearly owned one of the voices outside all but falls through it, landing at her feet.

CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Records the data on the PADD.:: Jerold: Very well.  Thank-you.  You two are dismissed.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Nurse Handson> MO: Sounds like a plan to me. ::She begins to coordinate with the medical staff::

@ACTION: Both men nod, and head for the exit to sickbay.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#XO: Understandable.  I have little interest in sightseeing on the planet... nor do I suggest it right now.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Using all her years of Tactical training and experience she surveys the scene, taking cover behind the hatch frame, phaser ready and looking for threats::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$Barkeep: Anything and everything if it puts some rations in my mouth: heavy lifting, light maintenance...a little strong-arming if someone needs me to watch their back on dark streets. I used to be a dockworker at Farius Prime before I came here.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She cannot help but smile as the female Commander dismisses the two officers. Selar cannot help but wonder what her function is aboard the ship at this time:: CNS: Commander, would you mind if I examine that report?
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@MO: Doctor, by all means.  How is she?  ::Hands the PADD over.::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag>: At least they are trying to help sir. Its more than some can say.
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#CO: So what did you want to talk about in regards to the colony.

@INFO: Very vaguely off to her left, Hembrook can see what looks like the back of a figure walking away from her. The other individual, however, doesn't move.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She takes the PADD and begins to examine it slowly:: CNS: She has a near complex concussion, but she is responding to treatment. Once we have completed a full neurological scan, I will feel better. ::She pauses for a moment:: CNS: And thank you for your assistance. It has been quite crazy in here as of late.
Host Enrico says:
$<Barkeep> CIV: Could not resist the glamour of colonizing a new planet? ::grins:: Well I expect a lot of heavy lifting around here. With the storms and the rest. What ship where you in?
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@Figure: You there! FREEZE! ::Moves into the hallway, pointing her phaser::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@MO: Complex concussion?  Any brain swelling or skull fractures?
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: That is true. But I can't fault anyone else for taking shore leave. After all, it has been a rough and stressful mission for everyone. I guess I'm the weird one because I prefer to do some work when I need to unwind.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#XO: How are our transitional efforts going?
Host JamesH says:
@<figure> ::over his shoulder:: CEO: Ah'm busy. ::keeps walking::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@CNS: None noticeable at this time. However, there are things our basic medical instruments can miss. Scans should be complete in a few moments. ::She shifts her gaze away from the PADD::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@ALL: Nobody leaves! You are all hereby detained. *Security*: Security to Deck 12, Section 5. Man down, medical emergency.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: You are right, but you would think the Engineers would have a little more pride, than to leave their ship sitting here busted.
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Nods and walks over to the biobed the woman is on.:: Woman: Now, what really happened to you?
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$Barkeep: It was...Wagoner. I was in waste processing for the whole trip. It was low profile, smelly, but the pay was not bad. Still, I heard it was worse on the other ships.

@ACTION: Security gets the word, and alerts the primary sickbay. In minutes, security officers flood the section around the engineer's quarters.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She hears the medical emergency communiqué come through to Sickbay. She signals the emergency medical team near that section to respond::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Makes sure nobody leaves until Security arrives, then moves to check the fallen man, putting her Nursing training into use::

@ACTION: Another minute or two later, and the sound of a holo-camera going off can be heard.

OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: You make a good point. I'm not even the CEO anymore, and I'm out here. But like I said, I can't fault them.
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Hears the CEO's voice over the COMM make the medical emergency notice.::
Host Enrico says:
$<Barkeep>: CIV: Well you would have not liked to be on the Santa Fe for sure, and the disease hit us all very badly during the trip. Darn half of the people in my row got sick! I hear the Wagoner did very well during the Last Battle, got a lot of those stinky Alvar fighters.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@CNS: We will take care of the details with Ms. Mcneil in a few moments, Commander. ::With that said, she makes her way to the location of the medical emergency::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
MO: Your not kidding this place is crazy.  How can I be of assistance?
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: So how is rekindling things with Mrs. Cartwright going?
Host JamesH says:
@<woman> ::strides up to the CEO while she's checking over, PADD in one hand and camera in the other:: CEO: Pardon me miss, but can you tell me what happened here?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Nurse Handson> CNS: I'm sorry, Commander. Lieutenant Selar is running around in circles. Would you mind investigating what happened to Ms. Mcneil?
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@Woman: I'm a bit busy managing a crisis at the moment, so unless you are here to help, please stay out of the way.
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#CO: More slowly than I think we'd all like. The weather is being a bear planet side which is hampering the resettlement effort. The civilian government is already taking over shipside though. I think that the civilians could be in complete control in no longer than a month and a half.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: Things are going fine. We've had some good quality time on the Holodeck in one of the beach programs I wrote. How about you? I noticed you eyeing MO Johnson a time or ten.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$Barkeep: We had this little porthole where I worked. The pioneers do all the fighting, and the politicians get to sit pretty behind us while good people were dying. ::leans in and lowers his voice a bit:: Now there's talk about this Arcadia Freedom group. You think they're good people?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She reaches the CEO's location after a few moments:: CEO: May I ask what happened here? ::She kneels down next to male patient as she takes out her Tricorder::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#:: Nods ::  XO: I suppose the unspoken question is which civilian authority will take over.  I'd like to reinforce standing orders to all of our crew to stay out of civilian politics
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@Handson: Something tells me what is going on outside the Cmdr Hembrook's quarters is related to this and I will find Mr. Mayweather there.
Host JamesH says:
@<woman> ::nods once, and backs off a bit, snapping a quick shot or two of Hembrook before moving to question another spectator::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<Nurse Handson> CNS: I wouldn't know. We are... kept out of the loop here at times.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@*Medical*: Medical emergency, Deck 12, Section 5, I have a man down with head trauma and internal bleeding. Request priority evacuation.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: Well, I don't know if she is interested. I kind of haven't talked to her.

@ACTION: Security can be seen isolating this section, and moving about the group asking questions. One of them approaches the chief engineer.

XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#CO: Agreed. We have to be the cool heads in this mess.
Host Enrico says:
$<Barkeep> CIV: Oh I think they are looney. Starfleet barely made it against the Alvar and they think they can take them alone. Ahh, they got money this is the only reason I let them in here. As a matter of fact they are here now.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%OPS Naag: Do yourself a favor Naag. If you want something, you go for it. Ask her out. I'll even loan you one of my holodeck programs. I am fairly good at writing some decently romantic settings.
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Makes her way to the CEO's quarters.::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She looks at the man and taps her Commbadge:: *Sickbay*: As was stated earlier, I need a medical transport for myself and the male humanoid I am next to.
Host JamesH says:
@<SEC_Mayweather> ::clears his throat as he comes to a stop near to the CEO:: CEO: Excuse me, miss.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Gets her medical kit and starts to try and stabilize the man until the medics arrive::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::slips the only few credits he has to the barkeep and turns to look at the patrons:: Barkeep: Money? I like the sound of that. Is it that group over there, next to the blackjack table?
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@SEC: Yes?
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#XO: Indeed.  I also have not made any further progress with McKay regarding the Quasarium... although I wonder if we will need to attempt negotiation with Toroth soon.  Which I suspect will never be allowed.
Host SEC_Mayweather says:
@CEO: If you have a minute, I'd like to ask you a few questions.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: I think I will, once this ship is flying again.
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Arrives and pushes her way through a group of gawkers to see the MO and the CEO next to a man on the ground with a visible head injury.::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@SEC: Go ahead, I can talk while I'm working here.
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#CO: I believe you are right, unless we can show him some advantage.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She materializes in Sickbay with the injured humanoid male in tow:: Medics: We need to stabilize the patient. Complete scans. Handson... stop the bleeding.
Host SEC_Mayweather says:
@CEO: Did you hear or see anything before you arrived on the scene? ::whips out a PADD, already appearing full of information, and waits, for the moment ignoring the others::
Host Enrico says:
$<Barkeep> ::gives Kizlev another glass full of liquor and takes his old glass:: CIV: You are going to need it if you want to meddle with them. Be ready to be evangelized.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#XO: I cannot imagine any advantage we can show Toroth.  He is committed to their separation from the Federation, and Starfleet is part of that.  Our only point right now is that the Atronachs are the only defense against the Alvar... unless Toroth has come up with something.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Smiles.:: OPS Naag: I can put in a good word for you.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@SEC: I heard arguing in the corridor until this man banged into my hatch. It was a debate over politics, of all the stupid things.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::Jenni cannot help but scream internally to herself. This was far more difficult than what she was use to:::
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@::Overhears the SEC questioning the CEO and suspects it is Mayweather and decides to take a few notes of her own.  Pulls out her personal PADD::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Laughing.:: <OPS Naag> OPS: Thank you sir, but it will be hard enough being Ferengi to ask her out, I don't need you making things worse.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$Barkeep: Yeah, right. Thanks for the pick-me-up, chum. ::takes the glass and slowly saunters over to where the "evangelists" are sitting::
Host SEC_Mayweather says:
@CEO: Another political scuffle? ::shakes his head:: Anything appear out of the ordinary when you came out? I mean, aside from the victim laying in your doorway.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Laughs.:: OPS Naag: Just thought I would try and help. ::Moves on to the next section on the list.::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@SEC: I didn't come out into the corridor until he hit my door. However, I took command of the situation until your folks arrived, then I saw to the injured man.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She rushes over to the man as she watches Handson sterilize the head wound:: Handson: It looks like we have some bruising near the region. ::She shakes her head briefly:: Handson: It looks as if this man got into one... well... one horrible fight.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%<OPS Naag> OPS: Not everyone can do a striptease to attract their women, sir. It just happened that you were lucky when you attracted Mrs. Cartwright.

%ACTION: A worker bee slams on the breaks suddenly as Cartwright's vehicle moves forward. If there was an open comm channel, it wouldn't be needed to know what they were saying.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@::She examines the man's vitals as the Nurse continues to work on cleaning the head wound. Thus far, it did not look as if there was any true damage to the brain. However, it was extremely early to tell....::
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#CO: We might use Atronach services as a bargaining chip after we obtain their permission to do so. 
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@::Picks up her gear and cleans up the area around her hatchway::

@ACTION: Serena's vitals begin to fluctuate.

OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Shakes his head.:: OPS Naag: True, but all I can say is Amber has good taste..... Its almost as dangerous out here as it is onboard.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
@<MedTech G'ral> ::He notes the fluctuation and moves over to McNeil’s biobed to investigate::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$::walks up and taps one of the men on the shoulder:: AF Member: I heard your little broadcast last night. People are talking about you. Some of us are interested. They say you all have a plan to set things right around here.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
#:: Raises an eyebrow in a disapproving fashion ::  XO: Bargaining with the talents of a sentient species is not something that I would condone.
Host SEC_Mayweather says:
@::nods once:: CEO: Well, if anything else comes to mind... please, by all means, give me a call. Security chief Mayweather, at your service.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Laughs.:: <OPS Naag> OPS: Well what I can say is, you were lucky meeting your wife on your first mission. That is rare and not everyone is so lucky.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
%::Smiles.:: OPS Naag: No, they aren't. Honestly, I feel like I'm the luckiest man in Starfleet to have her.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@SEC: All these folks in the corridor were witnesses or the perp... I didn't let anyone leave. They were arguing over McKay vs. this new movement. I'm the CEO on the Sharikahr if you need to find me.
Host Enrico says:
$<AF_Member>: CIV: You are darn right we do. We traveled for months in those metal coffins and now we arrived here and what we got? Mud, rain. And another potential attack. And what we are doing to get ready for it? Nothing. ::guys seems a little drunk:: Do you want to join us?
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@SEC: Mr. Mayweather, what can you tell me about the incident down on Deck 13 forward compartment?
XO_Cmdr_Arinoch says:
#CO: It might be the only leverage we have. And of course we would not do it before obtaining permission from the Atronachs themselves.
Host SEC_Mayweather says:
@::blinks, and turns suddenly to the counselor:: CNS: That would depend entirely on who you are and who wants to know, lady..
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
@SEC: That's our Counselor, son, so I'd show a little respect.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
$AF Member: Sure, let's deal. If the pay isn't bad, you've got yourself a pair of blue working-man's hands.
CNS_LtCmdr_Haynes-Cartwright says:
@SEC: I am the CNS of the USS Sharikahr and assisting the Medical staff in investigating the woman’s injuries and treating her.

ACTION: On the San Sebastian, the situation only intensifies. First recovering from a potential suicide missions, and now political casualties of a civil war. Meanwhile, on the planet's surface, the small group Kizlev has connected with takes him into a back room to talk. The door closes, effectively cutting them off from the bar and, possibly, maybe, sealing Kizlev's future. As for the rest of the fleet? ... Who really knows?
= /\ = /\ = End Mission = /\ = /\ =
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